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Abstract

A nonlinear complex frequency shift of the ion acoustic

wave in the initial phase defined by 0 < t < t is obtained,

which is valid for arbitrary <\>n and <o /k as long as u >> yT ,
U S S J-i

where <(>-., to , Y L and t are the initial value of the potential,

the frequency of the wave, the linear Landau damping coefficient

and the time for the first minimum of the amplitude oscillation,

respectively. A simulation study is also carried out. The

results confirm the validity of the theory.
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1. Introduction

The behavior of a Langmuir wave with i small but finite

amplitude is well described by the theories of O'Neil and

Morales and O'Neil, Experiments and simulations have

confirmed the validity of their predictions. For a moderate

amplitude wave, their theories still seem to be adequate for

long term behavior, but in the initial phase t < t ~ ir/a)_
— c a

(a)D is the bounce frequency) they deviate significantly from
a

the observations in experiments ' and in simulations. In
8)a previous paper (called hereafter Paper I) Sugihara and

Yamanalca have shown that this anomaly can be ascribed to a

self-interaction of the wave.

In this paper we will extend the formalism to an ion

acoustic wave and show that a similar result is obtained. We

easily see that it is consistent with observations in

experiments and in simulations. A simulation study

is also carried out to confirm the analytical evaluations. It

is shown that both results agree exactly with each other for

reasonable parameters.
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2. Formulation and Analysis

The ion acoustic wave is described by the collisionless

Boltzmann equation

<ft + vfx +Hfc> f(x' v, t) =0 CD

and the Poisson equation

— <|>(x, t) = - ff(x, v, t)dx + exp(-n<j>) (2)

where the Boltzmann distribution has been assumed for electrons.

The normalizations are done as follows: x=kD.x, t=u .t,

v=v/v. , co=tU/a) . , f=v.F./n where the quantities with bars are

real physical ones and u . = (4irne /m.) ' , kD. = (4ime /T.) ' ,

vi=(Ti/mi)
 1//2

t and r^T^/T . Note that the potential <jT

is so scaled with —T-/|e| that a parallelism to Paper I holds

to a large extent. For example, when r| = 0, Eqs. (1) and (2)

are idential with Eqs.(1-1) and (1-2) (Eq.(I-n) means Eq.(n)

in Paper I). We briefly describe the process to get the

nonlinear dispersion relation. First we obtain the distribution

function satisfying Eq.(1) in an expanded form (c.f. Eqs.(I-

3,4, and 5)) and the Fourier components of the ion density

fluctuation (c.f. Eqs. (1-9,10, and 11). A monochromatic wave

is assumed in the form

<(>(x, t) = (l/2)(j)(t)exp(ikx) + c.c. (3)
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t

<Mt) = *0 expl -i j u(t')dt'J C4)
0

ui(t) = uL + wN(t), uN(t) = 6(t) + i5(t) , (5)

where u., is the complex nonlinear frequency shift and u is the

solution to the linear dispersion relation. The Maxwell

distribution is used as the zeroth order distribution

function. The first order density fluctuation I, in $ is

evaluated rather easily in the form

MM. i a + %{t)-^-+ ...] z(e ) (6)
2/2 8 uL N 8u T

2 L

where Z is the plasma dispersion function and £ =wL//2k.

The second order fluctuation is found to vanish. The evaluation

of the third order fluctuation I_ is tedious but under some

reasonable assumptions we can get the explicit expression

(c.f.(Eq. 1-18)) and a reduced form

. I 3 = - i 2"
8 <j>(t)|*0|

2(I31 + I32) (7)

Z{5)} (8)

i_ (e
rT - l) Z™ (9)

where ?=u(0)//2"k, r=2 Im?, T=/2kt, {2 (m> Z ( m )} =
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3m/9?m{Z(?), Zr#i(?)}, and

Z.^5) = /i1 exp(-C2)

Zr(?) = -(2//?) Zi(c)[ exp(t2)dt .

0

So far we have considered the ion density fluctuation.

The electron density fluctuations, J , on the other hand, is rather

easily obtained. Assuming n|<j>(x, t) | << 1, we expand

the second term on the right hand side of Eg.(2) and we have

Jn = ̂ J j - J d(kx)e" i k x <))n(x, t), (n = 1, 2, 3) . (10)
- I T

Using the assumption of the monochromatic wave we have

J1 = - n <j)(t)/2 (11)

J2 = 0

J 3 = —n
 3 ] cf> (t> |2(f)(t)/16 (12)

Now we have completed the preparation for getting the

dispersion relation. We substitute into Eg.(2), the

potential (3), the ion perturbations (6) and (7) and the

electron perturbations (11) and (12) . To first order of <j>Q

the linear dispersion relation is deduced;

e(o)L) = 1 - k"
2{2~1 Z(1)(CL) - n } = 0 . (13)
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The remaining parts give the nonlinear complex frequency shift?

-i* (I + I
u. N(t)= 2 5 i 3 2N(t)= 5i ^

27k2 3e((oT)/3uT

It is the purpose of the next section to visualize the

principal result of this paper, Eq.(14).
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3. Nonlinear Complex Frequency Shift

First we note that the initial frequency shift wN(t) does

not vanish at t = 0, i.e.,

40
2(-i i 3 1 + 2 V )

1^(0) = UJN0 = - 2 — i± . (15)

XJ XJ

In the l i m i t of c. » 1, for a small <j>Q, L E 6Q + iCQ reduces

t o ,

eQ = k <j>0
2{(5/4)2vp~3 + 2"4(n v p ) 3 } (16)

5n = v "'I'n2*1 " 3n3)YT/48 (17)

where v = | OJ_ j /k. For £_, the nonlinear shielding term which

0'

P
is proportional t.o n3 is negligible, while for 6n, it is the

leading term.

In Fig.l, the normalized initial nonlinear damping rate

£n/YT is shown when n = T./T = 1/20. The deviation from theu jj l e

linear damping rate yL i
s seen to be singificant for a small

wave number k. For a small <£.., the ratio £ Q / Y L is seen to be

proportional to the square of the amplitude, which is

consistent with Eq. (17) . As cf>- becomes large with k fixed

small (e.g., k = 0.1), ^n^YL b e c o m e s simply proportional to

(jig, which tendency is observed in the simulations and in

the experiments on the Langmuir wave. This indicates that

the dependence of the right hand side of Eq.(15) on OL,.,

which is included in I,, through £ = (u_ + WJ,Q)/ /2k, becomes

appreciable. Expanding I 3 1 (Eq.8) in 6c = uN0//? k under the
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condition of | 5 | >> 1, we get the linear dependence on <j>_;

C Q - -(ak Z;[
5)/9»/18 Z^ 2 )) (<(>0 - a)

a = [18 Z ^ Z<5)/5 Z^5) Z*6'

where the argument of Z . is | L I . We notice also in Fig.l

that as (j>Q increases the 5Q/YL is inclined to saturate for a

large k. This is explained as follows. The strong resonance

region Av is usually defined as Av = (v - 2v. , v + 2v. )r r p *cr p "tr
1/2

where v. = (j).' in our scale. As <|>Q increases, the number of

the resonance particles increases. When v - 2v. becomes less

than unity, the increment of the resonance particles is much

gentler than that when v - 2v. > 1, since the curvature of the
— 1/2

Maxwellian distribution changes sign at v = (T./m.) ' or

v = 1. For examples, when k = 0.1 and 0.3 and n = 1/20, the

v 's are given by solving Eq.(13) to be 4.48 and 3.29, and the

critical 4>Q'S which satisfy v - 2vfc = 1 and at which the

tendency of saturation becomes appreciable are given by 3.03

and 1.31, respectively. These values explain quite well the

tendency of the curves in Fig.l.

The initial real phase shift 6Q is also shown in Fig.l.

For a small k, e. is proportional to <j>Q
2 as indicated in Eq. (16) .

Whereas for a large k the frequency shifts negatively, which

is seen in the Langmuir wave, too, though the fact is not

apparently pointed out in ref.8.

Now we pay attention to the time dependent behavior of the

enhanced damping rate and the frequency shift. Since our .

discussion is restricted within the initial phase t £ tc ~ ITA>B,
- 8 -



the relation

holds. In the case of ?Q/^ B
 <<C 1I w e c a n expand exp(Tx) in the

dispersion relation (28), and obtain

E to 2

C(t)/Y - ̂  + V 3) (Wt)2 fe^^"
'L

and

B l B

0 n0 48k2 B vp
2 - 1 4 8 B

where fi- H wD (v
 2 - 1) Iyr 1/(7ru)) . The second term of Eqs. (18)

U Id p ' ij

and (19) are dominant when w^t < (w,,/k)v . Time dependence of
a o p

C(t) and 6{t) are shown in Fig.3. The damping rate increases

with t(< t ) while the frequency shift increases and soon falls

off to a negaive value. These behaviors are similar to the

Langmuir waves in Paper I.
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4. Simulation Study

To verify our analysis, we carry out computer simulations.

A hybrid solution algorithm, which was originated by Denavit,

is used for solving the ion Vlasov equation. Electrons are

assumed to be in the Boltzmann distribution. In this

simulation the velocity space of the distribution function is

restricted within the region ~7v. £ v £ 7v., outside of which

the function vanishes. The velocity interval Av is taken to be

200 < 14v./Mr < 280. The spatial mesh size Ax is given by L/Ax

= 32, with L being the total system length. The time step At

is chosen-to be u .At = 0.2. Further details of this

12)
simulation method are seen elsewhere.

A typical result is shown in Fig.3 where .the initial

distribution function is given by

f(x, v, 0) = fQ(v)(1 - e cos kx)

and parameters n = 1/20, k = (30)~1'2, and £ = 0.0635 are used.

It is supposed that the initial potential 4>n is related to £

through the Poisson equation

k2<j>Q = £- 1 + exp(-n<t>0) .

The linear damping which is obtained by solving Eq.(13) is

shown by a dot-dash line. The deviation from the linear

damping is clear and the linear prediction is no longer available.

The solid curve shows the analytic result which is obtained by

solving Eq.(14). This curve shows a good agreement with the
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simulation results within the initial phase t < t < if/Wg.

Now we attend to the damping rate at t = 0. Numerous

runs are made for various <J>Q . The temperature ratios are

n = 1/15, 1/20, and 1/30. The wave number k is fixed to be

1//30". Results are shown in Fig.4. As the amplitude <j>Q

is increased, the damping rates are enhanced significantly.

Three solid curves show the analytical results. The agreement

is quite good until <)>_ < 1.0. Some simulation results, however,

give values a little larger than the analytic ones for <}>„ > 1.0.

This indicates that higher order self interactions cannot be

neglected for such <!>».

A typical time dependence of the frequency shift obtained

in the simulation is shown in Fig.5. The computation of the

frequency shift is a somewhat subtle task because the shift has

a small value which is of the order of 10™ |wL|. By the solid

curve the analytical result is also depicted. It can be seen

that the analysis reproduces well the time varying frequency

shift by the computer simulation.

The above comparisons seem to verify our analysis. The

simulation and analytical results show good agreement for both

the enhanced damping and the real frequency shift.
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5. Discussions and Conclusions

In the course of the analysis in Paper I and in the

present paper, it is almost certain that the anomalous initial

phase shift stems from the mechanism first stated by Dawson and

Shanny. That is, the number of the strongly resonant

particles will rapidly increase with increasing amplitude

because the distribution does not have a constant slope, and

the initial damping will increase. The saturation of the

damping rate shown in Fig.l clearly supports this argument.

Hence we may anticipate that for any intense wave, where the

wave-particle interaction is Ox the Landau resonance type,

a similar anomalous initial shift will take place.

Since the Landau, cyclotron, and transit time dampings are

the principal mechanisms of wave absorption in collisionless

plasmas, the enhanced damping will become important in RF

heating of plasmas. The amplitude osillation, which may occur

after the critical time t and by which a significant part of

the wave energy returns to the wave, and the eventual

saturation may work against an effective absorption of the wave.

We may, however, expect that a poor coherence of the wave will

partially suppress the recurrence of the amplitude, and also

that an inhomogenity of the plasma and a locality of strong

wave will affect the coherent motion of the trapped particles

to reduce the amplitude of the recurrence wave.

In conclusion, it is shown that the ion acoustic wave as

well as the Langmuir wave reveals a nonlinear complex
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frequency shift which includes an enhanced damping compared to

the conventional Landau damping. • The analytical results are

confirmed by computer simulation.
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Figure Captions

Fig.l, The initial frequency shifts. Note that £Q/Y L

increases almost proportionally to <j>0(> 0,7) for k = 0.1

while it saturates for large <)>« when k = 0,3.

Fig.2. The time dependence of the complex frequency shifts.

Fig.3 An example of computer simulations. Broken curves

are the result of the simulation while the solid curve

is the analytical result. The dot-dash line shows the

damping rate obtained by the linear theory.

Fig.4. Initial damping rates observed in the computer

simulation. The solid curves which are evaluated

analytically are, from top to bottom, for n = 1/30, 1/20

and 1/15, respectively.

Fig.5. Tin example of the temporal behavior of real

frequency shift. The solid curve is one obtained

analytically.
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